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The focus of traditional workﬂow management systems is on control ﬂow within one pro-
cess denition. The process denition describes how a single case (i.e. workﬂow instance)
in isolation is handled. For many applications this paradigm is inadequate. Interaction
between cases to support communication and collaboration is at least as important. This
paper introduces and advocates the use of interacting proclets, i.e. lightweight workﬂow
processes. By promoting interactions to rst-class citizens it is possible to model complex
workﬂows in a more natural manner. In addition, the expressive power and ﬂexibility
are improved compared to the more traditional workﬂow modeling languages.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade, many workﬂow management systems have become available.1
These systems allow for the explicit representation and support of business pro-
cesses and avoid the need to re-code applications every time a business process
changes. As the workﬂow paradigm continues to inltrate organizations that need
to cope with complex administrative processes, it is becoming apparent that the
available workﬂow management systems have diculties dealing with the increas-
ingly dynamic and inter-organizational nature of today's business processes.2 As
we will argue in this paper, one of the core problems of the current generation of
workﬂow languages and tools is the focus on isolated case-based processes.
Part of this work was done while visiting the Department of Computer Science of the University
of Colorado.
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Perspectives that are relevant for workﬂow modeling and workﬂow execution
are: (1) control-ﬂow (or process) perspective, (2) resource (or organization) per-
spective, (3) data (or information) perspective, (4) task (or function) perspective,
and (5) operation (or application) perspective. (These perspectives are similar to
the perspectives given by Jablonski.3) In this paper, we primarily focus on the
control-ﬂow perspective. This does not imply that the other perspectives are less
relevant. However, the problems addressed in this paper are mainly related to the
control-ﬂow perspective. In traditional workﬂow management systems, the control-
ﬂow perspective of a workﬂow is described by one workﬂow process denition (also
called workﬂow schema). A workﬂow process denition species which tasks need
to be executed and in what order (i.e. the routing or control ﬂow). A task is an
atomic piece of work. Workﬂow process denitions are instantiated for specic cases
(i.e. workﬂow instances). Examples of cases are a request for a mortgage loan, an
insurance claim, a tax declaration, an order, or a request for information. Since a
case is an instantiation of a process denition, it corresponds to the execution of
concrete work according to the specied routing.
One of the authors of this paper has been involved in a detailed investigation
into the expressive power of existing workﬂow products.4 This research is based on
as e to fworkﬂow patterns. Each pattern corresponds to a typical control-ﬂow con-
struct frequently encountered in real-life workﬂow processes. These patterns have
been used to evaluate 14 workﬂow products (COSA, Visual Workﬂow, Fort eC o n -
ductor, Meteor, Mobile, MQSeries/Workﬂow, Staware, Verve Workﬂow, I-Flow,
InConcert, Changengine, SAP R/3 Workﬂow, Eastman, and FLOWer) and the re-
sults can be found on the workﬂow patterns web site.5 This research shows that
most of the workﬂow management systems support less than half of the workﬂow
patterns. Clearly, workﬂow languages limited to traditional building blocks such as
the AND/XOR-split/join are inadequate for supporting real-life processes.
Today's workﬂow management systems predominantly focus on the control-
ﬂow within one process denition. This assumes that a workﬂow process can be
modeled by specifying the life-cycle of a single case in isolation. For many real-life
applications this assumption is too restrictive. As a result, the workﬂow process
is changed to accommodate the workﬂow management system, the control-ﬂow of
several cases is articially squeezed into one process denition, or the coordination
amongst cases is hidden inside custom built applications. Consider for example an
engineering process of a product consisting of multiple components. Some of the
tasks in this engineering process are executed for the whole product, e.g. the task to
specify product requirements. Other tasks are executed at the level of components,
e.g. determine the power consumption of a component. Since a product can have a
variable number of components and the components are engineered concurrently, it
is typically not possible to squeeze this workﬂow into one process denition. This is
a direct consequence of the fact that, in most workﬂow management systems, the
degree of parallelism is xed in a workﬂow process denition, i.e. it is not possible to
concurrently instantiate selected parts of the workﬂow process a variable numberNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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of times. Using iteration one can instantiate parts a variable number of times.
However, this results in the sequential execution of inherently parallel tasks.
To solve these problems, we propose an approach based on proclets, performa-
tives and channels. Proclets are lightweight processes. Typically, a proclet repre-
sents only one aspect or one element of the whole workﬂow. The interaction between
proclets is modeled explicitly, i.e. proclets can exchange structured messages, called
performatives, through channels. By adopting this approach, the problems related
to purely case-based processes can be avoided.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we motivate our ap-
proach by clearly identifying the problems encountered when modeling the paper
selection process of a conference. Then we present the framework which is based on
Petri nets6;7 and inspired by concepts originating from object-orientation,8;9 con-
ceptual modeling,10 agent-orientation,11 and the language/action perspective.12{15
In Sec. 4, we model the reviewing process of a conference using our framework.
Section 5 presents an additional example | the hiring of new employees. Finally,
we compare the framework with existing approaches and conclude our plans for
future research.
2. Motivating Example: Paper Selection Process of a Conference
The process of selecting papers for a conference presents features that challenge
existing workﬂow modeling languages. In brief, the goal of this process is to select
some papers out of a normally larger set, based on dierent criteria (e.g. quality,
minimum and maximum number of papers). A set of people is invited to act as
program committee members. These people can accept or decline and additional
people can be invited, and, nally, a call for papers is issued to prospective authors.
These authors submit papers that are then subject to review by peers (invited by
program committee members) and nally a selection is made. A very brief and
abstract sequence of steps would be:
 Invite program committee (PC) members: these are going to be responsible for
the management of reviews.
 Issue a call for papers: this step announces the upcoming conference and asks for
submissions.
 Receive the submissions and check them: papers are accepted until a certain
deadline. Submissions are checked for consistency with conference standards, and
so on.
 Distribution: after the submission deadline, each paper is assigned to multiple
PC members. These PC members will be responsible for nding reviewers for the
papers assigned to them. The goal is to obtain at least a minimum number of
reviews, by dierent people, for each paper.
 Review: reviewing starts with the assignment of a reviewer by a PC member. The
paper is made available for the reviewer and after a while a review is produced.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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 Selection: after the reviews are completed, papers are compared and ranked ac-
cording to the reviewer's recommendations and other subjective criteria (e.g.
desired number of papers, acceptable quality threshold).
 Notication: authors are notied either of acceptance or rejection of their papers.
In case of acceptance, nal versions have to be sent in by the authors.
 Publication: nal versions are assembled and sent for publication.
The process is complicated by a series of factors, which we list in a non-
exhaustive way:
 Prospective PC members and reviewers may accept or reject the invitation to
join the committee and to review one or more papers, respectively. Replacements
for those that rejected the invitation need to be found.
 Reviewers can fail to return the reviews on time. They may either declare that
they are not going to meet the deadline or simply forget about the deadline
altogether. As a result, some of the papers may lack enough reviews to allow
their fair evaluation.
 The distribution of the papers takes into account varied criteria, such as the
number of submitted papers, the number of available PC members, preferences
and areas of expertise of PC member's groups, balance of the work load assigned
to each PC member (as compared to their availability) and so on. The decision
of how to split the papers needs to take into account the whole set of available
papers and cannot be performed in isolation.
 Selection is a yet more subjective task. Once again, this task can only be per-
formed on the whole set of available papers. Paper quality needs to gauge against
the quality of all the remaining papers, to a certain extent, or at least to a set
of related papers. If two or more papers discuss the same topic from dierent or
opposing perspectives, this needs to be taken into account. Other factors, such
as the minimum and maximum number of desired papers (i.e. empty slots) also
inﬂuence this task.
A modeler faces many problems translate these requirements. A rst basic ques-
tion is what is to be considered the casea | the submission, the review, the \empty
slot" in the conference that one wants to ll with a good quality paper, or is the
case the whole set of slots? The choice of each of these as the unit of modeling
causes problems. A closer examination of the tasks of such a process reveals that
while some of the tasks operate on each submitted paper individually, others are
based on the whole set of papers, and others still are related to individual reviews.
While tasks such as receiving and checking, for example, can be conducted at the
level of individual papers, tasks such as distribution to program committee members
and nal selection are based on the whole set of papers. Review tasks operate on
each of the multiple reviews that are produced for each paper.
aWorkﬂow instance.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 1. Review process class diagram.
The class diagram (Fig. 1) shows that dierent tasks rely on information that
is at dierent levels of aggregation | some of the tasks operate at the conference
level, that groups all papers, others at the paper level, and others yet at the lower
level of a single review. The choice of any of the possible aggregations as the main
one introduces problems whenever we have to deal with the others. One of the
major obstacles is, therefore, how to reconcile these multiple perspectives into one
model.
Lacking the power to express dierences in aggregation, most workﬂow manage-
ment systems force one to depict the process at an arbitrarily chosen level (usually
the paper level), essentially ignoring the issues that are relevant at the conference
and to some extent at the review levels. The resulting models present some impor-
tant shortcomings:
 The models are articially ﬂattened, being unable to account for the mix of dier-
ent perspectives that coexist in the real process. Given that workﬂow enactment
is guided by what is specied by the process model, the missing perspectives will
have to be handled and coordinated manually by the users themselves, without
further help from the system.
 Batch-oriented tasks are typically not supported. Batch-oriented tasks are those
that are based on groupings of lower aggregation elements, e.g. the whole set
of papers during distribution and selection, or the set of reviews for a paper,
while deciding if enough reviews are available. In other words, it is usually not
possible to handle higher aggregation tasks using lower aggregation instances,
e.g. conference level tasks within a paper level case.
 Handling lower aggregation tasks within higher aggregation ones is also hard in
most languages. Launching and then synchronizing a variable number of reviews
(lower aggregation) from a paper centered case, for instance, cannot be usually
represented in most languages.
 The interactions with the environment are usually abstracted away as well. An
important aspect in many processes is the exchange of messages between theNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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entities. Reviewers, for instance: receive invitations to review papers; respond to
them by either accepting or rejecting; must be notied of approaching deadlines;
send their completed reviews or sometimes send notication of inability to com-
plete reviews. These interactions need to be reﬂected in the process model, but
usually are not.
Conference review is not an atypical example, in the sense that one encounters
similar problems very frequently in other areas as well. We next list just a few
of the innumerable real world examples where interactions between instances and
dierent levels of aggregation play a strong role:
 In engineering processes: processing of subparts may impact one or more higher
level components that make use of this common subpart. Conversely, decisions at
the higher level component processes may have an impact on subpart processes.
For example, an approaching deadline for a higher level component may cause
interruption of the process of certain subparts.
 In software development: software modules are composed of submodules, which
in turn may be composed of sub-submodules and so on. Considerations at higher
or lower levels of aggregation may inﬂuence other levels, e.g. the discovery of
some specication ﬂaw at a lower level may have a ripple eect on a variable
number of modules at all other levels. Code that is shared by multiple versions
also introduces interactions that are hard to model.
 Processing of insurance claims: some claims may refer to the same accident. Even
though they may start out as independent instances, at some point in time it is
desirable that all related claims be merged so that a uniform decision can be
reached.
 Hiring new people: some job applications are received in response to an adver-
tised open position. Candidates have to be evaluated and ranked with respect to
each other. Again, the interactions between the applications are most relevant.
Some applications are sent in independently of open positions. In this situation,
interesting applications may cause a position to be specially created. Again, there
is a strong interaction between two perspectives, that of the application and of
the position. Sometimes one is the central one, sometimes it is the other.
In summary, we see as limitations of current modeling formalisms (1) the fact that
one is usually forced to choose to represent a process at one single level, even
when a problem space consists of entities with varying aggregations, (2) that the
interactions with the environment cannot be made explicit, even though a subjacent
model may be (and usually is) assumed.
3. Framework
The examples given in the previous section show that today's workﬂow manage-
ment systems typically have problems dealing with workﬂow processes that are notNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the framework.
entirely case-oriented. Squeezing the control ﬂow of a workﬂow process into a single
process denition often results in unreadable workﬂow specications where essen-
tial parts of the control ﬂow are hidden inside custom made application software.
In fact, there are plenty of examples where the workﬂow process is changed in or-
der to t the workﬂow management system. Clearly, this is undesirable: workﬂow
technology should support rather than dictate work processes.
Inspired by these problems, we have developed a new framework for model-
ing workﬂows. This framework is based on proclets. A proclet can be seen as a
lightweight workﬂow process equipped with a knowledge base containing informa-
tion on previous interactions. One can think of proclets as objects equipped with
an explicit life-cycle (in the object-oriented sense8;9) or active documents (i.e. doc-
uments aware of tasks and processes16). Proclets interact via channels. A channel is
the medium to transport messages from one proclet to another. The channel can be
used to send a message to a specic proclet or a group of proclets (i.e. multicast).
Based on the properties of the channel dierent kinds of interaction are supported,
e.g. push/pull, synchronous/asynchronous, and verbal/non-verbal. In order for pro-
clets to nd each other, there is a naming service. The naming service keeps track of
registered proclets and can be queried by any proclet. The concepts proclet, channel
and naming service constitute a framework for modeling workﬂow processes (see
Fig. 2).
Compared to existing workﬂow modeling languages, complex case-based work-
ﬂow denitions describing the control ﬂow of an entire process are broken up into
smaller interacting proclets, i.e. there is a shift from control to communication. TheNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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framework is based on a solid process modeling technique (Petri nets6;7) extended
with concepts originating from object-orientation,8;9 agent-orientation,11 and the
language/action perspective.12{15
In the remainder of this section, we present the four main components of our
framework: proclets, knowledge base, channels, naming service,a n dactors.
3.1. Proclets
A proclet class describes the life-cycle of proclet instances. A proclet class can be
compared to an ordinary workﬂow process denition or workﬂow type.3 The class
describes the order in which tasks can or need to be executed for individual instances
of the class, i.e. it is the specication of a generic process. Proclet instances can
be created and destroyed, and are executed according to a class specication. At
any moment a proclet instance has a state. When no confusion is possible we will
simply use the term \proclet" instead of \proclet class" and/or \proclet instance".
To dene proclets, we introduce some preliminaries including some basic Petri
net concepts and terminology.
To specify proclet classes, we use a graphical language based on Petri nets.P e t r i
nets are an established tool for modeling and analyzing workﬂow processes.17{20
On the one hand, Petri nets can be used as a design language for the specication of
complex workﬂows. On the other hand, Petri net theory provides for powerful analy-
sis techniques which can be used to verify the correctness of workﬂow procedures.6;7
A (classical) Petri net is a directed bipartite graph with two node types called places
and transitions. The nodes are connected via directed arcs. Connections between
two nodes of the same type are not allowed. Places are represented by circles and
transitions by rectangles. A place p is called an input place of a transition t if and
only if there exists a directed arc from p to t.P l a c ep is called an output place of
transition t if and only if there exists a directed arc from t to p. At any time a
place contains zero of more tokens, drawn as black dots. The state, often referred
to as marking, is the distribution of tokens over places. The number of tokens may
change during the execution of the net. Transitions are the active components in a
Petri net: they change the state of the net according to the following ring rule:
(1) A transition t is said to be enabled if and only if each input place p of t contains
at least one token.
(2) An enabled transition may re. If transition t res, then t consumes one token
from each input place p of t and produces one token in each output place p of t.
Petri nets can move from one state to another by ring enabled transitions. A
state s is reachable if there is a sequence of transition rings which leads from the
current state to state s. A Petri net in a given state is safe if for any reachable state
no place contains multiple tokens, i.e. the number of tokens per place is limited
to 1. A Petri net in a given state is live if for any reachable state s and for any
transition t it is possible to reach a state from s such that t is enabled. A transitionNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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t is called dead if there is no reachable state enabling t. Reachable, safe, live, and
dead are standard concepts which can be found in any textbook on Petri nets.6
In this paper, we use a specic subclass of Petri nets. This subclass corresponds
to the so-called class of sound WF-nets.17;b A WF-net has source and sink transi-
tions: a source transition has no input places and a sink transition has no output
places. Every node (i.e. place or transition) is on a path from some source transition
to some sink transition. Moreover, any WF-net is connected, i.e. the network struc-
ture cannot be partitioned in two unconnected parts. A WF-net becomes activated
if one of the source transitions res. In the remainder, we assume that a WF-net
becomes activated only once (single activation). A WF-net is called sound if and
only if the following requirements are satised:
(1) Safeness: each state reachable under the single activation assumption is safe.
(2) Proper completion: ring one of the sink transitions empties the net, i.e. after
ring a sink transition no tokens are left.
(3) Completion option: from any reachable state it is possible to reach a state which
enables one of the sink transitions, i.e. termination is always possible.
(4) Dead transitions: there are no dead transitions.
These four requirements are quite reasonable in the context of workﬂow
management: It should always be possible to terminate properly, there should be
no parts which cannot be activated, and, since the WF-net will model one proclet
instance, it should be safe. Soundness can be veried using state-of-the-art analy-
sis techniques.17 Based on these techniques, we have developed a workﬂow verier
called Woﬂan.21 See the Woﬂan website for more information.22
Most workﬂow modeling languages primarily focus on control ﬂow inside one
process denition and (partly) abstract from the interactions between process def-
initions, i.e. coordination is limited to the scope of the process denition and
communication and collaboration are treated as second-class citizens. Therefore,
our framework explicitly models interactions between proclets. The explicit repre-
sentation of interactions is inspired by the language/action perspective14;15 which
was introduced in the eld of information systems by Flores and Ludlow12 in the
early 1980s and is rooted in speech act theory.23 In contrast to traditional views
of \data ﬂow" the language/action perspective emphasizes what people do while
communicating; how they create a common reality by means of language and how
communication brings about a coordination of their activities. The need for treat-
ing interaction as rst-class citizens is also recognized in the agent community.11
Emerging agent communication languages such as KQML24 demonstrate this need.
Inspired by these dierent perspectives on interaction, we use performatives
to specify communication and collaboration among proclets. A performative is a
message exchanged between one sender proclet and one or more receiver proclets.
bFor the readers familiar with WF-nets: for notational convenience we omit the unique source and
sink place.17November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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A performative has the following attributes:
(1) Time: the moment the performative was created/received.
(2) Channel: the medium used to exchange the performative.
(3) Sender: the identier of the proclet creating the performative.
(4) Set of receivers: the identiers of the proclets receiving the performative, i.e. a
list of recipients.
(5) Action: the type of the performative.
(6) Content: the actual information that is being exchanged.
The role of these attributes will be explained later. At this point, it is important
to note the action attribute. This attribute can be used to specify the illocution-
ary point of the performative. The ve illocutionary points identied by Searle23
(assertive, directive, commissive, declarative, expressive) can be used to specify the
intent of the performative. Examples of typed performatives identied by Wino-
grad and Flores are request, oer, acknowledge, promise, decline, counter-oer or
commit-to-commit.15 In this paper, we do not restrict our model to any single clas-
sication of performatives (i.e. a xed set of types). However, at the same time we
stress the importance of using the experience and results reported by researchers
working on the language/action perspective.
Proclets combine performatives and sound WF-nets. A proclet class PC is de-
ned as follows:
(1) PC has a unique name. This name serves as a unique identication of the class
which we will refer to as class id.
(2) PChas a process denition dened in terms of a sound WF-net. The transitions
correspond to tasks and the places correspond to state conditions.
(3) PC has ports. Ports are used to interact with other proclets. Every port is
connected to one transition.
(4) Transitions can send and receive performatives via ports. Each port has two
attributes: (a) its cardinality and (b) its multiplicity. The cardinality species
the number of recipients of performatives exchanged via the port. The multi-
plicity species the number of performatives exchanged via the port during the
lifetime of any instance of the class.
(5) PC has a knowledge base for storing these performatives: every performative
sent or received is stored in the knowledge base.
(6) Tasks can query the knowledge base. A task may have a precondition based on
the knowledge base. A task is enabled if (a) the corresponding transition in the
WF-net is enabled, (b) the precondition evaluates to true, and (c) each input
port contains a performative.
(7) Tasks connected to ports have post conditions. The post condition species the
outcome of the task in terms of performatives generated for its output ports.
The performatives which are generated may depend upon information obtained
from the naming service (i.e. proclet identiers).November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 3. Example of two proclet classes: Meeting and Personal entry.
A proclet class is a generic denition, i.e. it does not describe the behavior and
properties of a specic proclet. Proclet (instances) are created by instantiating the
proclet class and have a unique identication which we will refer to as proc id.
Note that for a concrete proclet all elements, i.e. the process denition, knowledge
base, ports, and tasks, are instantiated. For example, the tokens in the WF-net
specifying the process denition refer to one proclet instance, i.e. tokens of dierent
proclet instances are not merged into one WF-net. (Recall that a sound WF-net is
safe.) Moreover, each proclet instance has its own private knowledge base. However,
proclet instances can share performatives with all other instances of the same class.
This means that part of the knowledge base is public and part of the knowledge base
is private. The public part is identical for all instances of the class, i.e. eectively this
part resides at the class level. The private part exclusively resides at the instance
level. Whenever a performative is sent or received, the corresponding proclet decides
whether it should be stored in the public or in the private part.
A performative has by denition one sender, but can have multiple recipients.
The sender is always represented by a proc id, i.e. the identier of a proclet instance.
However, the list of recipients can be a mixture of proc id's and class id's, i.e. one
can send performatives to both proclet instances and proclet classes. A performative
sent to a proclet class is received by all proclet instances of that class. Note that the
naming service can be used to obtain the desired proclet identiers (cf. Sec. 3.4).November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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To illustrate the framework we use the example shown in Fig. 3. There are two
proclet classes. Both classes are used to organize meetings. Proclet class Meeting is
instantiated once per meeting. Proclet class Personal entry is instantiated for every
potential participant of a specic meeting. The instance of class Meeting rst sends
an invitation to all potential participants. The proc id's are used to multicast the
invitation performative to a specied set of instances of class Personal entry.N o t e
that the cardinality of the port connected to task Invite for meeting is denoted by
as t a r. This star indicates that the invitation is sent to an arbitrary number of
potential participants, i.e. the performative has multiple recipients. We will use 
to denote an arbitrary number of recipients, + to denote at least one recipient,
1 to denote precisely one recipient, and ? to denote no or just a single recipient.
Performatives with no recipients are considered not to have occurred, i.e. only
performatives with a positive number of recipients are registered in the knowledge
base. The multiplicity of the output port connected to task Invite for meeting is
denoted by the number 1. This means that during the lifetime of an instance of class
Meeting exactly one performative is sent via this port. The invitation performative
is sent though the channel E-mail (The role of channels is explained in Sec. 3.3).
The performative creates a proclet for each recipient, i.e. creation task Create entry
is triggered. Creation tasks are depicted by squares with a black top. The input port
connected to Create entry has cardinality 1 and multiplicity 1. Every input port has
by denition cardinality 1, i.e. from the perspective of the receiving proclet there
is only one proclet receiving the performative. Input ports connected to a creation
task (i.e. a source transition) have by denition a multiplicity of 1 or ?: an instance
can be created only once. Since there is just one creation task in Personal entry,t h e
multiplicity is 1. After an instance of the class Personal entry is created a decision is
made (task Decide). Based on this decision either task Skip meeting or Plan to attend
is executed. In both cases, a performative is sent to the instance of the proclet class
Meeting. The performative is either a conrmation (Plan to attend) or a notication
of absence (Skip meeting). Note that each instance of the class Personal entry sends
such a performative. These performatives are sent through channel E-mail.N o t e
that the ports connected to Plan to attend and Skip meeting both have cardinality
1 (i.e. one recipient) and multiplicity ? (one performative is sent via one of the two
ports). Task Receive response is executed once for every \conrmation/notication
of absence" performative. Therefore, the corresponding port has multiplicity .
After some time, as indicated by the clock symbol,17 task Send agenda is executed.
In this small example, we assume that all potential participants respond before
this time-out occurs. Send agenda generates one performative: the agenda of the
meeting. This performative is sent to all proclets that conrmed the invitation.
This performative has multiple recipients, i.e. the cardinality of the corresponding
output port is . Since the agenda is sent only once, the multiplicity is 1. The
proclets that conrmed the invitation receive the agenda (task Receive agenda)
and a timer for the task Reminder is set. Finally, all proclets are destroyed byNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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executing the nishing tasks Finish meeting and Finish entry. The nishing tasks
(i.e. sink transitions) are depicted by squares with a black bottom.
3.2. Knowledge base
A proclet can use knowledge in its knowledge base to make routing decisions. This
knowledge can range from simple data to beliefs about other proclets. Building a
good knowledge base is not a trivial task. First of all, there has to be an ontology
to characterize the intended meaning of terms and concepts. Then, the scope and
knowledge acquisition process have to be identied.
In this paper, we use a more restrictive denition of a knowledge base. We
simply see the knowledge base as a set of relevant performatives. The knowledge
base of a proclet contains all the performatives that it sent and received. Some
of these performatives are visible to all proclets in the class. These performatives
are called public. The remaining performatives are private and only visible by the
corresponding proclet.
The knowledge base could be extended with more knowledge than performa-
tives. However, to simplify the presentation of the proclet framework, we use this
restricted view.
To illustrate the role of the knowledge base, we use the model presented in
Fig. 3. If we instantiate this model, we get concrete proclets. Figure 4 shows two
proclets: a proclet of class Meeting and a proclet of class Personal entry. The proclet
Meeting MT 5-5, i.e. the meeting of the management team planned on the fth of
May, is in the state after sending the invitation and before sending the agenda. The
proclet PE-Anna corresponds to the personal entry of Anna who is a member of the
management team. Anna is about to decide whether she will attend the meeting of
the management team on the fth of May.
Figure 4 shows the knowledge base of both proclets. The knowledge base of
proclet PE-Anna contains only one performative which corresponds to the invita-
tion to the meeting. This performative was received at time 1010 via E-mail and
is only visible by PE-Anna. This performative triggered the creation of the per-
sonal entry for Anna. The knowledge base of proclet Meeting MT 5-5 contains
four performatives. The rst performative is the creation of Meeting MT 5-5.T h e
second one contains the invitation to the four members of the management team,
i.e. John, Suzan, Clark, and Anna. The action associated to this performative is a
request. The other two performatives correspond to responses to this request. John
promises to come and Suzan declines the invitation. If Anna declines or accepts the
invitation to come to the meeting, a performative is added to the knowledge base
of Meeting MT 5-5. Assume that Suzan is the only one not attending the meeting.
The resulting situation after sending the agenda is shown in Fig. 5.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the evolution of two knowledge bases. The example
does not show the actual use of this knowledge. As indicated before, pre- and
post-conditions can be based on the knowledge stored in the knowledge base. TheNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 4. A proclet of class Meeting and a proclet of class Personal entry.
simple choice between two alternative tasks may be based on the presence of a given
performative in the knowledge base. For example, we could extend the proclet class
Meeting with an additional task named cancel meeting. This task would have the
precondition that there should be less than two performatives of type Decline, i.e.
a majority of the management team has to be present. In this paper we do not
propose a concrete syntax for these pre- and post-conditions: Dierent types of
languages can be used for this purpose.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 5. The knowledge base of both proclets after sending the agenda.
3.3. Communication channels
Communication channels are used to link proclets. Channels transmit messages
containing performatives from sending proclets to receiving proclets. There are
many dierent categories of channels dened by channel properties such as medium
type, reliability, security, synchronicity, closure, and formality. These properties are
brieﬂy explained:
 Medium Type
This can be point-to-point or broadcast, or some form of limited multicast. Recall
that performatives can be sent to an individual proclet instance (point-to-point),
a set of proclets (multicast), or an entire proclet class (broadcast). Common me-
dia include postal mail, telephone, and electronic mail. Dierent media satisfy
dierent communication requirements. We are also concerned with media of face-
to-face communication such as sound waves of spoken voice, gestures, and body
language. The framework presented in this paper, assumes that there is only one
sending proclet. However,there are situations where a group eort results in a sin-
gle performative (e.g. orchestral performances). In fact, there are many examples
that could not be accomplished by a single person or proclet (e.g. collaborationsNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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modeled as single acts such as lifting a heavy object). Such group eorts can be
modeled by introducing a so-called proxy proclet. This proclet coordinates and
consolidates the group eort.
 Reliability
Some channels are very reliable;some are unreliable. For some electronic channels,
we assume that the technology is robust, and that error detection and retrans-
mission are implemented at lower layers of the communication protocols. In this
case, we need not be concerned with these details in our higher level modeling.
Thus, channels built upon TCP/IP are more reliable than those built upon UDP.
A problem of dial-in data channels in some lesser developed countries is that the
channel (the phone lines) are inherently unreliable. Thus, sometimes the data gets
sent, and sometimes not. Similar unreliability is sometimes exhibited by postal
services. A dierent channel available from the postal service is registered mail,
where the cost of mailing a letter is higher, and the reliability is also higher.
 Security
At times the content of a performative is considered to be quite valuable and
secret. In such cases, the transmission should be via highly secure channels. In
electronic transmission, encoding and encryption are sometimes used to imple-
ment secure channels.
 Synchronicity
This is concerned with the time delay of message delivery and acknowledgment.
Some channels are used for real time communications in which each party ex-
pects to get rather immediate feedback from recipient parties. This requires syn-
chronous channels. Face-to-face spoken conversation falls into this category. In
other cases, the expectation is that the recipient will not instantaneously receive
the message content. In the case of an asynchronous channel, the sender usually
is not waiting for an immediate response. For example, when email is sent, there
is usually no expectation of immediate response. When a UNIX talk session is
initiated, there is expectation of immediate response.
 Closure
Channels can be classied as open or closed channels. When a channel is open, the
sender does not know exactly who, and how many recipients are connected. When
a channel is closed, the exact identity of all recipients is specied in advance. A
radio broadcast, and a notice posted on a bulletin board are respectively examples
of synchronous and asynchronous communications in which the medium is open
because the senders do not exactly know who are their recipients.
 Formality
Some channels convey much more formality in the messages delivered than others.
Performatives can be very formally specied, or can be informal and ﬂexible.
Generally, business letters are much more formal than chat rooms. A scheduled
meeting with a rigid agenda is much more formal than a casual conversation over
coee. A careful record is kept of formal channel transmissions, whereas informal
channels are usually not recorded; they are \o the record."November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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The various properties of the communication channels are often neglected in exist-
ing modeling languages. Consider for example asynchronous communication versus
synchronous communication. Setting the date for a meeting through synchronous
communication has the drawback that it may not be possible to reach the partic-
ipants at a given time. However, if it is possible to reach a participant, then it is
possible to set a date immediately. The latter is not possible through asynchronous
communication. We all experienced situations where a long sequence of e-mails was
needed to be exchanged to set a date. Clearly, channel properties and performative
types are closely related, i.e. for a given performative certain properties are ap-
propriate while others are not. For example, for the performative \You are red!"
a point-to-point, reliable, secure, synchronous, closed, and formal channel is most
appropriate. For the performative \Happy bithday!" a point-to-point, synchronous,
and informal channel is more appropriate. In the latter case, reliability, security,
and closure are of less importance.
3.4. Naming service
All interaction is based on proclet identiers (proc id's) and class identiers (class -
id's). These identiers provide the handles to route performatives. By sending a
performative using a class id, all instances of the corresponding class receive the
performative. Only if a proclet knows the proc id's of the recipients of the perfor-
mative, it is able to communicate with specic proclets. In many situations, the
sending proclet does not know the proc id's of all receiving proclets. Therefore, we
introduce the concept of the naming service. The naming service keeps track of
all proclets and can be queried to obtain proc id's. There are many ways to im-
plement such a naming service. Consider for example the services provided by the
object request brokers developed in the context of CORBA. In this paper, we only
consider the desired functionality and abstract from implementation details (e.g.
distribution of the naming service over multiple domains).
The naming service provides the following primitives: register, parent, child,
update, unregister, query,a n dforward.
The function register is called by the proclet the moment it is created. There-
fore, the execution of one of the create tasks (i.e. source transitions) coincides with
the execution of the register primitive. The primitive has the following parameters:
creator (i.e. the proc id of the calling proclet), time (i.e. the time the function is
called), class name (i.e. the name of class of the created instance), owner (i.e. the
identity of the actor responsible for the proclet) and attributes (i.e. the characteris-
tic properties of the created proclet) and returns a new unique proc id. The proc id
is returned by the naming service in order for the proclet to know its own iden-
tity. Proclets can be created by other proclets. Consider for example Fig. 3. The
create task Create entry is triggered by a performative sent by a Meeting proclet.
The performative is created by the task Invite for meeting. This implies that the
task Invite for meeting already registered the new Personal entry proclet. The newNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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proclet is already registered by the meeting proclet because the meeting proclet
needs a handle to the newly created proclet. Since proclets can be created by other
proclets, there are parent-child relationships. The functions parent and child can be
used to navigate though the naming service. Both functions have a proc id param-
eter. The parent function returns a proc id (if any) and the child function returns
as e to fp r o cid's.
The proclet attributes registered in the naming service describe the essential
characteristics, e.g. role and group attributes, links to actors, etc. The set of at-
tributes is not xed and may vary from one class to another. During the life cycle
of the proclet these attributes may change. The function update with parameters
proc id and attributes can be used to change existing or add new attributes.
Based on the attributes, proclets can query the naming service using the function
query. The function has one parameter describing a Boolean expression in terms of
attributes and returns a set of proc id's, i.e. all proclets satisfying the expression.
Entries in the naming service can be removed using the function unregister.
Executing a nish task (i.e. a sink transition in the WF-net) results in a call to
unregister. Function unregister has one parameter: the proc id of the proclet to be
destroyed.
Sometimes there is a need to merge proclets. Consider for example two proclets
corresponding to the same trac accident. If two police ocers le a report on
the same trac accident, two proclets are created. If after executing some steps
it turns out that both proclets correspond to the same trac accident, then it
does not make sense to execute the remaining tasks for both proclets. Therefore,
we propose to merge the two proclets by destroying one of them and redirecting
all performatives to the remaining one. For this purpose we propose the function
forward. This function has two proc id parameters: one for the destroyed proclet and
one for the remaining proclet. As a result of calling this function, all performatives
intended for the destroyed proclet are redirected to the remaining proclet.
3.5. Actors
Proclets have owners. Owners are the actors responsible for the proclet. Actors
can be automated components, persons, organizations (e.g. shipping department),
or even whole companies. Owners are specied at proclet registration time and
this information is kept by the naming service (see Sec. 3.4). Ownership can be
transferred by updating the naming service information.
The owner will sometimes be the executor of proclet tasks him or herself |
in the example of Fig. 3, for instance, the owner of the personal entry will most
probably be the one that will perform the tasks, essentially the decision of attending
or skipping the meeting. Roles may be specied for each task, in which case the
executor can be dierent from the owner. We assume that the usual role resolution
mechanisms25 are employed in this latter case.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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We propose to model as external proclets those actors (in the broad sense of
the word) that interact with proclets in a more complex way. External proclets are
useful to model those interactions that go beyond the simple model assumed by
the usual role mechanism, e.g. when a request for service may be either accepted,
rejected or counter-proposed. External proclets, as the name implies, represent
entities that are outside of the scope of the workﬂow process, whereas internal
proclets are those under the control of the workﬂow system enactment service.
Both types of proclets are modeled in a similar way | by describing expected
interactions with other proclets. Note that external proclets are not instantiated by
the workﬂow management system. The entities they represent exist independent of
the workﬂow considered. Detailed examples of both internal and external proclets
are presented in Sec. 4.
4. Example Revisited
We now revisit the conference paper selection process, this time using proclets.
The multiple perspectives of conference, paper and review that were identied in
Sec. 2 as being one of the obstacles for representation are taken into account and
integrated into a seamless model. The resulting model has a much broader scope
than the ones usually found in the literature. In particular, interactions with the
environment are made explicit.
The model is composed of six proclets, with well dened interfaces, that cor-
respond to the class diagram entities previously presented (Fig. 1). Three of the
proclets correspond to internal proclets (Figs. 6{8) and the other three are external
(Figs. 9{11).
The Conference proclet groups tasks that act upon or require access to the set of
all submitted papers, e.g. the distribution among PC members and nal selection of
papers. For each Conference proclet, there will exist many related Paper proclets |
one instance per paper. Each Paper proclet will in turn be associated to some Review
proclets. There will be as many Review proclets as there are reviews. The multiple
instances of Paper and Review proclets directly reﬂect the multiple cardinality of the
relationships between conference, paper and review as shown in the class diagram
(Fig. 1). Author, PC member and Reviewer are external proclets and specify the
details of the interactions between these actors and the internal proclets.
We now analyze in more detail the Conference proclet (Fig. 6). The rst few
tasks in this proclet deal with the stang of the program committee (PC). Invite
PC member sends out a multicast message to prospective PC members. These
invitations will either be accepted or rejected. In case of rejection, a new round
of invitations can take place. Note that here the responses to the illocutionary act
invite are explicitly included in the model. The single multicasted invitation will be
responded to asynchronously by the persons that were invited, so the tasks Accepted
and Rejected are enabled in a loop and receive multiple messages, one at a time, as
indicated by the cardinality 1 and multiplicity  of the associated ports.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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The task Replace rejected should obviously only re if one or more rejection
performatives were received. This part of the model therefore illustrates the need
and use of knowledge bases. Replace rejection has a pre-condition that queries the
knowledge base and only allows ring if at least one rejection has been received.
Similarly, as soon as a certain number of PC members have accepted the invitation,
the pre-condition for the task Call for Papers will enable it to re.
After the committee is staed, a call for papers is issued, multicasted to many
prospective authors. In practice the recipients of this multicast performative will
be mailing lists and individuals whose identities are stored in some database. Once
again, the responses will be received one by one, in separate asynchronously gen-
erated messages. Receive paper therefore is enabled in a loop that receives the
submissions and that sends a performative that creates new instances of Paper pro-
clets. The result is that there will eventually exist as many Paper proclet instances
as there are submissions.
The Distribution task of the Conference proclet corresponds to the decision
making as to which paper should be handled by which PC members. Once this
decision is made, a performative informs each Paper proclet (Fig. 7) about the
identity of assigned PC members. The Paper proclet, in turn, generates a second
multicast, this time to create as many Review proclets (Fig. 8) as needed (one
for each assigned PC member). The performative to each Review proclet informs
about the identity of the responsible PC member. This illustrates one basic design
principle | work is distributed through the proclets in such a way that each proclet
deals only with tasks that are at the same aggregationlevel. The Conference proclet,
for instance, groups tasks that operate on the whole set of submitted papers, while
Paper proclets handle work at the individual paper level. Review proclets group
tasks that pertain to each of the multiple individual reviews a paper has.
Back in the Conference proclet, Selection decides whether papers should be
accepted or rejected based on their relative merits. The nal decision is multicasted
to the Paper proclets, that notify the authors and then wait for the reception of
nal versions of those papers that were accepted.
The tasks in the remaining part of the Conference proclet collect the nal ver-
sions of the papers and deal with problem reports originating from the Paper pro-
clet. Publish is the nal step in the proclet.
To make the communication between the internal proclets and the environ-
ment explicit, we model authors, PC members, and reviewers as external proclets.
Each of the corresponding proclets describes the \state of mind" of the respec-
tive actors with respect to the conference at some point in time. External proclets
are lightweight in the sense that they do not imply that the environment con-
duct business in that specic manner, only that it is compatible with the specied
communication behavior. Typically, external proclets do not correspond to an exe-
cuting object, and usually just reﬂect the fact that in the environment there is an
actor that can be expected to behave according to some communication protocol.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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External proclets allow us to make these assumptions explicit, making them visible
and veriable, through inspection and/or simulation.
Initially, authors receive the call for papers (or hear about it from a friend),
submit papers (or not), receive acknowledgments and provide requested information
(if any) until the submission deadline. These possible interactions are modeled by
the Author proclet (Fig. 9). From the point of view of this proclet, there are no
explicit constraints on the order in which these messages will be generated/received.
Note that one author can submit multiple papers for the same conference. Therefore,
acknowledgments, submissions, etc. can be interleaveds.
In a similar way, PC member and Reviewer proclets (Figs. 10 and 11) model
expected interactions. An important dierence is that explicit responses from these
actors are expected, specically regarding the invitations to join the process. While
authors will not typically inform the PC that they are not interested in submit-
ting papers, acceptance or rejection of invitations on the part of prospective PC
members and reviewers have a direct impact on the process | acceptance im-
plies commitment to perform required work, and rejection causes actions to nd
replacements.
Another aspect worth examining is the way by which reviewers are invited to
review a paper. Each of the multiple instances of the Review proclet will execute
task Request reviewer, asking the responsible PC member to assign a reviewer. After
an assignment is received, the Review proclet requests service from this prospective
reviewer, by sending a request performative. In case of rejection, the proclet itself
manages the request for a replacement. These steps are repeated until either a
willing reviewer is found or time runs out.
Note that the model presented here includes aspects that cannot be represented
by other modeling languages. In particular:
 The dierent perspectives, corresponding to the three dierent level of aggre-
gation, conference, paper, and review, that were identied in the class diagram
(Fig. 1) are explicitly represented.
 The transition between these dierent levels of aggregation are cleanly specied
as communication between proclets.
 Launching of variable number of instances of lower aggregation elements, and
their synchronization | grouping and ungrouping | can be easily and clearly
represented.
As motivated in the introduction, traditional workﬂow management systems are
unable to deal with these issues. As a result, the workﬂow process is changed to
accommodate the workﬂow management system, the control-ﬂow of several cases is
articially squeezed into one process denition, or the coordination amongst cases
is hidden inside custom built applications. These unsatisfactory \patches" can be
avoided by adopting the framework presented in this paper. The framework also
encourages broadening the scope of what is represented, making explicit some of
the usually hidden assumptions:November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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 External proclets can be used to represent actors that are part of the environment.
These are typically omitted from models, which makes them harder to verify.
 Performatives oer a mechanism to more precisely model message content.
Speech-act theory can be used to clarify and regulate the semantics of inter-
actions.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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1,*
Fig. 10. PC member proclet.
 Channels oer a way to explicitly represent (and eventually support at
enactment) dierent media and their attributes.
It is also important to realize that, even though much more is represented, the
resulting model is composed of small modules with clear-cut interfaces to the en-
vironment. Furthermore, these modules have a one-to-one correspondence with theNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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warning
Send
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1,*
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Accept Review 1,*
Review 1,*
Review
End
proclet
Create
Review 1,*
1,* Review
Reject
Fig. 11. Reviewer proclet.
entities of the class diagram, which can, therefore, be used as a guideline for proclet
development. This is usually not the case in existing modeling languages: models
often are monolithic and large; there is usually no close connection between the
resulting models and the problem space, as mapped, for instance, by a class dia-
gram. All these features come in addition to the full expressive power of Petri nets,
a formalism that has proven to be especially adequate for representing processes in
general and workﬂows in particular.
5. Another Example: Hiring New Employees
The example in the previous section illustrated the use of proclets to deal with
multiple levels of granularity/aggregation (conference, paper, and review). In thisNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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section, we consider an example which is not characterized by multiple levels of
aggregation but by two complementary aspects. The example shows a possible
hiring process, that considers both advertised and non-advertised job applications:
(1) Advertised applications: hiring is normally started by the creation of a new
position to be lled in a department. New positions are advertised and can-
didates send in applications that are evaluated and lead to a nal selection.
Typically, multiple candidates apply for one position.
(2) Non-advertised applications: it is also possible that candidates will send in appli-
cations even if no position has been advertised. Depending on the qualications
of a candidate and interest of some department, a new position can be created
just so that this candidate can be hired.
Again, multiple perspectives can be identied in such a process. One can choose
either position,o rapplication as the central concept, but either choice causes rep-
resentation problems, due to the fact that, again, some tasks need to consider the
whole set of applications for a position (e.g. nal selection of the candidate that
will ll the position), while others consider each individual application (e.g. the
screening of each application).
Using proclets, both perspectives can be represented, along with external
proclets that make clear the roles of Candidates, Departments and Personnel.
Therefore, the model involves ve proclet classes: (1) Position,( 2 )Application,
(3) Department,( 4 )Candidate and (5) Personnel. Figures 12 through 16 display
the ve proclets. Transitions are colored with three shades of gray to show the
occasions in which they might be enabled:
 White transitions can be enabled both when advertised and non-advertised ap-
plications are being processed
 Light gray transitions correspond to ones that deal with the situation where a
position is advertised
 Darker gray marks transitions that are used to handle non-advertised
applications.
These colors have no semantic signicance. Colors are there for the sole benet of
the human readers. As always, tasks are enabled if (a) the corresponding transition
in the WF-net is enabled, (b) the precondition evaluates to true, and (c) each input
port contains a performative (see Sec. 3.1).
We start by analyzing the situation where a position is advertised.I nt e r m so f
diagram colors, we will examine those parts that are white and light gray. The rst
step in the processing of an advertised position is taken by a department, which
creates a new position. Create Position,i nt h eDepartment proclet (cf. Fig. 12),
is responsible for that. The performative generated by this transition causes the
creation of a new instance of a Position proclet (cf. Fig. 13).
Necessary processing for a new position is handled by the Position proclet
that, through interaction with other proclets, coordinates the process of lling theNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Department
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Send
opinion 1,* Application
￿
1,*
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￿
ment of
non-adv.
1,*
Notify
interest 1,* Application
￿
Application
￿
Create
Create
Position Position 1,*
Fig. 12. Department proclet.
position. The rst step consists of a multicast that advertises the new position to
potential candidates (Advertise in Fig. 13). Similar to the conference example, it
is assumed that there is some mechanism to inform potential candidates, i.e. we
assume that for each potential candidate there is a corresponding proclet and the
performative sent by the Position proclet is received by each of these proclets. This
assumption is not very realistic. However, since the Candidate proclet is external
and not really a part of the workﬂow process being considered this abstraction is
acceptable. Note that we can model the process of triggering candidates in more
detail to get a more accurate model, e.g. we can add newspaper proclets and peo-
ple subscribing to these newspaper proclets. However, for this example it seems
reasonable to use the abstraction presented.
Applications from interested parties are received in a loop following the ad-
vertisement. For each application that is received, a performative that creates an
Application proclet is generated. As we can see, the pattern here is similar to the
one employed in the Conference proclet (Fig. 6): there, paper submissions were re-
ceived in a similar loop that followed a multicasted call-for-papers. After a deadline
is reached, reception of the analysis of each application is enabled. The analysis
itself is performed in the Application proclet as we will examine momentarily. OnceNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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the analysis of all applications have been received or a deadline has been reached,
the selection takes place. Similarly to what happens in the Conference proclet with
respect to the papers, selection of a candidate to ll a position demands that all
available applications are considered as a whole.
Once selection has been concluded, Position multicasts a performative back to
the multiple Application proclets, to have them notify the results (approval or not)
of each candidate. Finally, after some preparation, a performative requesting hiring
of the selected candidate is sent to Personnel, and the proclet nishes. In this simple
model, we assume a suitable candidate will always be chosen. The proclet can be
easily adapted to handle the case where all candidates might fail.
Having examined how processing at the Position level takes place, we now turn
our attention to the Application proclet (Fig. 14), which deals with the bulk of the
processing, namely, that of each individual application for a position. The Appli-
cation proclet has two Create transitions. Recall that under the single activation
assumption (Sec. 3.1), only one of these will re (once) for each proclet instance.
We are concerned at the moment with the Create that is enabled as a response to
a performative originating from Position (the left one in the diagram). The other
Create has its origin in a Personnel proclet and corresponds to the processing of a
non-advertised application, which we will analyze later in the text.
After being created as a response to a performative sent by Position, each adver-
tised application is analyzed according to dierent phases that we describe generi-
cally as Phase 1, Phase 2 and so on. The details of such phases may vary depending
on the organization policy regarding selection and hiring. Each phase can cause the
application to be immediately rejected, in which case all others are skipped. For
illustrative purposes, we included a phase where departments are consulted regard-
ing the adequacy of an application. One or more departments can be requested to
review an application and send back an opinion. This request is sent by Consult
departments and corresponds to a multicasted performative (as indicated by the 
cardinality). Given that an early rejection might take place before the proclet ever
reaches this state, the multiplicity is ?, indicating that zero or one performatives
will be generated during the life-cycle of this proclet.
After an interview takes place (or not), the result of the analysis is sent back to
the Position proclet were, as we already examined, all applications for a position
are considered and selection is made. The result of this selection is received back
at the Application proclet, and candidates are notied of the outcome.
Candidate proclets (Fig. 15) are external proclets that represent interactions
with candidates. Candidates receive advertisements and either do not respond, if
not interested, or submit applications. In the case of advertised positions, Position
is the recipient of a performative containing the application sent by a candidate, in
which case processing follows the sequence that we described so far. As mentioned
before, candidates can also submit applications even if a position has not been
advertised. We now describe how such non-advertised applications are dealt with
by the proclets (in transitions that are painted dark gray).November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 14. Application proclet.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 15. Candidate proclet.
Submission of non-advertised applications are received by a Personnel proclet
(Fig. 16). This external proclet describes interactions of this business unit with
respect to hiring. Besides receiving requests for hiring, Personnel is also responsible
for handling the initiation of processing in case of non-advertised applications. This
processing consists of generating a performative that causes an Application proclet
instance to be created. Note that unlike the advertised situation we examined so
far, this Application proclet instance is not related to any Position proclet yet.
This shows the ﬂexibility of the proposed framework, that can handle very dierent
initiation paths with just a few extra and alternative steps added to the proclets
already examined (those painted dark gray in the diagrams).
Recall that Application (Fig. 14) has two distinct Create transitions. We now
analyze the sequence that takes place when the creation has its origin as a response
to a performative generated by Personnel, that correspond to those transitions
painted dark gray.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Fig. 16. Personnel proclet.
The rst step after creation of a non-advertised application as a response to
a performative sent by Personnel is to announce internally the arrival of a new
application. Since there is not a specic department opening a position, this an-
nouncement is broadcast to departments and a loop collects responses. In case
one or more departments show interest in the application, verication is started,
following the usual steps that were examined in the context of advertised positions.
Processing of a non-advertised application takes a dierent route right after the
interview. Instead of sending for selection, which only makes sense in cases where a
Position has been advertised (and therefore already exists as a proclet), the decision
on hiring takes place in the Application proclet itself. Such decision can be reached
in the context of the Application, given that there are no competing candidates that
need also to be considered. If the application is considered to be acceptable, Create
non-advertised sends a performative that causes the creation of a new Position.
Additional processing in the Position proclet (Fig. 13) consists just of this extra
creation transition, that shortcuts processing, including only the nal steps that
concern hiring of this (approved) candidate.
In this section, we showed that proclets can be used to represent a workﬂow
process which can handle two dierent types of cases: advertised and non-advertised
positions. The resulting model is quite natural and reuses as much as possible, i.e.
due to the proclet structure there is no duplication of process parts.
The reader familiar with the work on WF-nets17 will have noticed that the
department proclet (Fig. 12) and the personnel proclet (Fig. 16) do not correspond
to a WF-net in a technical sense. These proclets are considered persistent andNovember 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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therefore no nishing tasks (i.e. sink transitions) have been added. These tasks
can be added to obtain a WF-net. Apart for this technicality, each proclet class
presented in this paper corresponds to a WF-net. Moreover, each of these WF-nets
is sound (see Sec. 3.1). In fact these diagrams have been veried using our workﬂow
verier Woﬂan.21 The ability to verify these nets using Woﬂan illustrates the added
value of having Petri-nets as a starting point.
6. Related work
Petri nets have been proposed for modeling workﬂow process denitions long before
the term \workﬂow management" was coined and workﬂow management systems
became readily available. Consider for example the work on Information Control
Nets, a variant of the classical Petri nets, in the late 1970s.19;20 Since then many
workﬂowmodels and languages have been developed ranging from approaches based
on other formal models such as state charts26 to the vendor-specic diagramming
techniques used in the many commercial workﬂow management systems avail-
able today. Workﬂow models described in the literature focus on various aspects2
such as transactional concepts,27 ﬂexibility,28 analysis,17 and cross-organizational
workﬂows,29;30 etc. Any attempt to give a complete overview of these models is
destined to fail. Therefore, we only acknowledge the work that extended workﬂow
models to accommodate the problems identied in Sec. 2.
Zisman presents a paper refereeing example that involves Petri-nets and allows
multiple instantiation of the reviewer net.31
In workﬂow literature, many authors have observed the problems related to mul-
tiple instances of a task.32{35 The concept of a so-called batch-oriented task32 has
been proposed to allow for a task that is executed for multiple instances at the same
time. To support batch-oriented tasks, independent cases need to be synchronized.
As an example, consider the task of selecting papers for a conference (task select in
the example): all papers are considered at the same time. The need to deal with the
batch-oriented clustering of instances was also recognized in the Wide model.33 A
similar extension is proposed by Casati et al. using so-called multi-tasks.34 Am u l t i -
task is a task in a process which can be instantiated an arbitrary number of times.
The multi-task completes the moment that the corresponding task is completed
for each instance, or for some number of those instances (the quorum). A similar
mechanism has been implemented for the Regatta system by Fujitsu.36 In this sys-
tem, multiple instances are created, according to the number of actors available
to perform them. In Spade-1, a process-centered software engineering environment
(PCSEE), it is possible to instantiate dynamically the same activity a variable num-
ber of times, generating dierent execution threads for the activity, called active
copies.37 Other workﬂow languages supporting similar constructs are IBM's Flow-
Mark (the bundle it is no longer available in MQSeries/Workﬂow) and FLOWer
(through the so-called dynamic subplan).
The idea to promote interactions to rst-class citizens was proposed in dier-
ent settings. For example, in the context of the language/action perspective,12{15November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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Action Technologies developed a workﬂow tool38 w h e r ee a c hs t e pi nt h ep r o c e s si s
characterizedby four phases: preparation, negotiation, performance and acceptance.
The transition from one phase to another is mainly driven by interactions between
actors. In the more systems-oriented domains there have also been some proposals
for inter-process communication. Consider for example Opera,39 a process support
system kernel (i.e. a rudimentary workﬂow management system), which supports
the interaction between dierent processes.
The language-action perspective is also employed in the context of agent
technology.13 Speech-acts form the basis for performatives in agent interaction
languages, e.g. KQML.24 The use of agents for implementing workﬂow systems
is explored, e.g. in the Bond multi-agent system.40 Petri-nets are used in Bond
as an intermediate representation of workﬂows.41 Another example of the applica-
tion of agents to workﬂow is the the so-called \worklets" model and architecture.42
Worklets are scripted mobile workﬂow agents that can \hop" from one component
to another. Worklets are similar to proclets in the sense that they are lightweight
workﬂow processes. However, the emphasis is on mobility rather than interaction.
Another line of research related to the results presented in this paper is
the work on so-called workﬂow patterns.4 The workﬂow patterns home page5
also includes patterns for dealing with multiple instances, i.e. multiple levels of
granularity/aggregation. This work extends the work on workﬂow patterns.35 Some
of the ideas presented in the related work mentioned in this section have been
adopted by our framework: batch-oriented operation, multi-tasks, and inter-process
communication can be handled easily by the framework. In addition, the framework
employs concepts such as performatives, channels, ports, knowledge bases, naming
services, and the rigor of a Petri-net basis which allows for various forms of analysis
and a straightforward and ecient implementation.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a framework which advocates the use of interacting
proclets, i.e. lightweight workﬂow processes communicating by exchanging perfor-
matives through channels. As was demonstrated in this paper, the framework can
solve many of the traditional modeling problems resulting from the case-oriented
paradigm.
If we compare the proclet framework with traditional workﬂow languages, the
following dierences can be observed.
 A workﬂow model in terms of proclets is closer to reality since it is not necessary
to squeeze the description into a single process denition.
 There is a natural link between class diagrams presenting a static view on the
workﬂow and the proclets representing a dynamic view on the workﬂow.
 Proclets are more expressive than traditional workﬂow languages, e.g. problems
related to multiple instances can be resolved without resorting to coding.November 20, 2001 9:7 WSPC/111-IJCIS 00041
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 Multiple workﬂows may share proclets. Therefore, reuse is supported and dupli-
cation of process information is avoided.
It should be noted that a workﬂow model in terms of proclets is of about the same
size as a traditional workﬂow model if we dene the size as the total number of
nodes/tasks. However, the size of one proclet class is typically much smaller that
the overall workﬂow process. This allows for a \divide and conquer" approach at
the level of workﬂow processes.
In the future, we plan to explore the relation between channels and performa-
tives. We are also compiling a list of interaction patterns. In our view, the inter-
action between proclets typically follows a number of well-dened patterns, e.g. a
request performative is followed by an accept or reject performative. For structuring
these patterns we can use the notion of inheritance of dynamic behavior.43 Finally,
we plan to build a prototype to support the framework. One idea is to provide a
proof of concept by experimenting with ExSpect.44 ExSpect is a Petri-net-based
prototyping environment which can be used to simulate workﬂows.
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